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ABSTRACT 

 
Wordnets are extensively used in language engineering and computa-

tional linguistics applications.  The so-called “mother of all Word-

Nets”, Princeton WordNet (henceforth, also WordNet) is said to be 

the lexical resource which probably has the widest field of applica-

tion in those areas. Concerning translation, wordnets can be used 

both directly as an auxiliary tool and as a lexical basis for machine 

translation. Despite its strong psychological motivation, WordNet re-

veals some shortcomings for computer-aided and automatic transla-

tion purposes.  In this paper we show how such shortcomings are 

overcome in the Portuguese WordNet (WN.PT), focusing in particular 

on two machine translation subtasks: word-sense disambiguation and 

lexical selection. We show that WN.PT has enough language-

descriptive richness to allow for interesting results in this domain. We 

also show that the nature of WN.PT linguistic specifications makes it 

a useful tool for computer aided translation. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

WordNet is recognized as a revolutionary reference system, which 

combines a thesaurus with an ontological database, cf. (Hanks 2003), 

among others. Besides, the WordNet model, a computational semantic 

network, has strong psychological motivation. It originates from the 

experiment on the mental lexicon organization conducted by George 

Miller in the early 80’s, which pointed out its relational nature, cf. 

(Miller 1990; Fellbaum 1998).  

Specifically, WordNet is structured as a network of conceptual re-

lations among synsets (synset stands for a set of roughly synonymous 

word forms, representing the same concept).  In other words, lexical 

units are defined by means of relations to each other. Besides synon-

ymy, WordNet encodes conceptual hierarchies and part-hole relations.  
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Further evidence sustaining the relational nature of the lexicon has 

been offered by research in several domains, such as generative models 

of lexicon, cf. (Pustejovsky 1995), and lexicalist models of grammar, 

cf. (Pollard and Sag 1994). 

This way, relational lexicon models have played a leading role in 

machine lexical knowledge representation. WordNet, in particular, is 

considered the most important lexical resource available and has been 

extensively adopted in applications like machine translation, informa-

tion retrieval and language learning systems, among many others.  

The Portuguese WordNet (Marrafa 2001; Marrafa 2002) is a word-

net developed in the general EuroWordNet framework (Vossen 1998). 

EuroWordNet wordnets follow the Princeton WordNet model, but they 

are richer concerning both the number and the nature of conceptual re-

lations.  

Besides being richer with regard to the number and nature of con-

ceptual relations, each EuroWordNet wordnet’s synset is linked to an 

Inter-Lingual Index (ILI) record representing the same concept. The ILI 

plays the role of an Interlingua and this direct linkage naturally potenti-

ates the use of EuroWordNet wordnets in multilingual applications. 

Although WN.PT is being developed in the general EuroWordNet 

framework, it reflects a more extensive use of relations encoding infor-

mation related to the event and argument structure of lexical items. 

Moreover, basic research carried out on Portuguese in order to guaran-

tee the accuracy of the database led us to some changes and new direc-

tions, cf. (Marrafa et al. 2006, Amaro et al. 2006 and Marrafa and Men-

des 2006), for instance, which have resulted, in particular, in the encod-

ing of a set of new cross-POS relations.  

Accordingly, WN.PT is now a very rich lexical resource suitable 

for a wide range of applications. 

Further below we make apparent its usefulness for translation 

tasks. In the first section we focus on word-sense disambiguation, 

showing how the criteria used in WN.PT for word senses differentiation 

avoid over-differentiation, overcoming a shortcoming usually pointed 

out to WordNet for machine translation use. The second section depicts 

a set of new relations crucial for an accurate lexical selection, mainly 

when concepts are lexicalized in the source language but not in the tar-

get language. To conclude the paper, we emphasize the properties that 

make WN.PT a lexical resource that is a suitable tool for machine and 

computer aided translation.   
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DIFFERENTIATION OF SENSES AND WORD-SENSE DISAMBIGUATION 

 

Distinguishing between multiple possible senses of a word is an impor-

tant subtask of most NLP applications, machine translation amongst 

them. 

In fact, machine translation is one of the most direct applications of 

word-sense disambiguation: if we are able to identify the correct seman-

tic meaning of each word in the source language, this will allow us to 

determine with more accuracy the appropriate words that lexicalize it in 

the target language.  

In its standard formulation, the disambiguation task is specified via 

an ontology, and the Princeton WordNet has often been used to define 

this ontology. 

However, as pointed out by Marrafa (2002), the decisions concern-

ing encoding polysemy in wordnets are far from being obvious. Split-

ting or collapsing multiple senses has often weak motivation. On the 

other hand, the optimal degree of specification of meaning depends to a 

large extent on the goals of the applications. 

WordNet options on this matter are for very fine-grained distinc-

tions.  As a consequence, senses which are very similar and hard to dis-

tinguish are encoded separately in the network. 

Although the fine-grained nature of the WordNet specifications 

makes it an important lexical resource for several purposes, it seems to 

be too detailed, and, as a consequence, not perfectly suited for word-

sense disambiguation in machine translation. 

As noted by Vickrey et al. (2005), in a machine translation system, 

the size of the solution space grows exponentially with the size of the 

set of candidate translations. Hence, having an unnecessarily numerous 

set of candidate translations has a negative impact on the word transla-

tion model and, thus, on the performance of the system. 

In WN.PT a more balanced approach is adopted, in order to avoid 

over-differentiation. Besides, decisions on this matter have linguistic 

support.  

We concentrate here on logical polysemy and on causative-

inchoative alternations (in both cases the “different” senses are system-

atically related). 

Let us take first the example of book. Among other, WordNet 

specifies the following senses for this word form: 
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– (n) book (a written work or composition that has been published 

(printed on pages bound together)) "I am reading a good book on 

economics"  

– (n) book, volume (physical objects consisting of a number of pages 

bound together) "he used a large book as a doorstop" 

      WordNet 3.0 
 

In contradistinction, WN.PT collapses the two senses mentioned 

above for the corresponding Portuguese word form, livro. Sentences 

like (1) provide empirical support to this option, since the interpretation 

of the relative pronoun que (which) necessarily involves both senses 

(facets of sense, to be more precise). 
 

(1) Ele rasgou o livro que eu memorizei. 

‘He tore the book which I memorized’       
 

We argue that the behavior of lexical units like livro (book) is cap-

tured by the lexical conceptual paradigm (lpc) that, for a given term α, 

which carries two senses, σ1 and σ2, creates a complex type σ1⋅σ2: 
 

(2)    

   

 

Being of a complex type, a lexical unit like livro is encoded in only 

one synset.  

Although on a different basis, we give a similar treatment to certain 

verbal alternations. We take here the case of causative-inchoative alter-

nations, exemplified below: 
 

(3) a. Ele aqueceu a sopa lentamente. 

   ‘He warmed the soup slowly’ 

        b. A sopa aqueceu lentamente. 

            ‘The soup warmed slowly’ 
 

The senses of aquecer (warm) in (3a) and (3b) correspond, respec-

tively, to the senses specified in the following synsets of WordNet: 
  

– (v) warm (make warm or warmer)  

– (v) warm, warm up (get warm or warmer)  

                                       WordNet 3.0 

α : σ1          α : σ2 
 

lpc (α) : σ1⋅σ2 
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We argue that aquecer denotes the same event in the two sentences 

above, which has the following abbreviate event structure 

(EVENT_STR):  
 

(4) 





































<=

=

=

=

∝ E2 E1  RESTR

state  E2

process E1

  _STRVENTE

aquecer

 

            
The internal event structure of verbs like aquecer integrates two 

subevents E1 and E2 with the precedence restriction codified in RESTR. 

Therefore, both (3a) and (3b) involve a process which implies a change 

of state of the same argument, soup. In other words, both the statement 

in (3a) and the statement in (3b) imply a state of affairs where the soup 

is warm
1
.  

According to the evidence, in WN.PT instead of two synsets we 

only have one to encode this type of alternation. 

As shown, over-differentiation is avoided in WN.PT in an empiri-

cally sustained basis. Without inducing under-differentiation neither 

loosing linguistic adequacy, the strategies adopted to encode polysemy 

reduce the number of possible choices to a minimum, and then the size 

of the solution space, when used for word-sense disambiguation. 

 

LEXICAL-CONCEPTUAL RELATIONS AND LEXICAL SELECTION 

 

In translation, both human and machine translation, the choice of lexical 

units to be used in the formulation of a target language sentence can be 

considerably facilitated if there is some kind of knowledge base to sup-

port it. This need for some kind of semantic knowledge about the lexi-

cal content of sentences in source language is even stronger when a 

given concept is not lexicalized in the target language. WordNet has 

often been used as a lexical knowledge base in NLP systems. 

Dorr and Olsen (1996) and Dorr et al. (1998), for instance, use 

WordNet-based information in order to link lexical units from source to 

target language, in the context of machine translation, and multilingual 

generation in general. These authors combine the information encoded 

                                                 
1
 The fact that we have two arguments syntactically realized in (3a) and 

only one in (3b) is due to the fact that the global event is headless (we 

let aside this discussion here). 
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in WordNet with a repository of verb Lexical Conceptual Structures 

(Jackendoff 1990); LCSs, henceforth, in order to be able to distinguish 

between semantically close lexical items. This repository of verb LCSs 

is used to add semantic information to the knowledge base when the 

WordNet hierarchy is shallow, which is common for verbs. Hence, ac-

cording to these authors, the richness in the argument structure provided 

by the LCSs compensates shallow hierarchies in WordNet, the reverse 

also being true. Nouns, on the contrary, generally show a deep hierar-

chy in WordNet, but their argument structures in the LCSs are compara-

tively poor. 

The lack of information referred to above is internally overcome in 

WN.PT, without the need to create a parallel database to encode non 

hierarchical information. 

The WN.PT network is much denser than the one of WordNet. On 

one side, the system, following the general framework of EuroWord-

Net, allows the encoding of non hierarchical information. On the other 

side, we have defined a small set of new relations, cross-POS relations 

included, to encode information which is not usually specified in word-

nets. 

As a matter of fact, in WN.PT, as in other EuroWordNet wordnets, 

the network includes several conceptual relations that allow for encod-

ing information concerning the participants in the event denoted by a 

lexical item, as well as the role they play. To take an example, in the 

scheme presented below, we present a part of the network of relations 

of embark. 

 

 

{embark} 

{passenger} involved  

agent 

{means of transportation} 

involved target 

direction is subevent of 
 

{travel} 

involved  

source direction 

involved  

source direction 

{quay} 

{station} 

{move} 

has hyperonym 
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Dense local networks of relations, such as the one above, encode 

the information concerning verbs argument structure. Hence, no parallel 

database is needed to make the semantic content of lexical items avail-

able, neither to distinguish between semantically close lexical items. 

The information needed in the context of machine translation for estab-

lishing the link between source and target language lexical items is 

found within WN.PT. 

As referred to above, WN.PT also encodes information not usually 

specified in this kind of lexical resources. This is the case of telicity, 

mostly considered a compositional property of meaning
2
. Contrarily to 

what is commonly done in this domain, WN.PT encodes telicity of 

verbs. This fact makes WN.PT as much suitable for translation as lan-

guages do not behave uniformly both within the same language and 

cross-linguistically.  

As argued in Marrafa (2005) and previous work, by default, telic 

verbs have the following abbreviate lexical conceptual structure: 
 

(5) [T [P act(x,y) and ~ Q(y)],  [eQ(y)]] 

T: transition, P: process, e: event, Q: atomic event (point state), 

x and y: participants in the event 
 

With certain telic verbs, the telic state, Q, is obligatorily syntacti-

cally realized and generally corresponds to an adjectival constituent, 

while other subclasses incorporate the telic state, like exemplified be-

low: 
 

(6) a. O concurso tornou o João rico. 

   ‘The contest made John rich’ 

b. *O concurso tornou o João. 

    ‘The contest made John’ 
 

(7) a. O concurso enriqueceu o João. 

    ‘The contest enriched John’ 

 b. *O concurso enriqueceu o João rico. 

     ‘The contest enriched John rich’ 
 

The grammaticality contrast above is due to the fact that enriquecer 

(enrich) incorporates the telic state. This justifies that this verb can be 

                                                 
2
 Telicity is mostly considered a compositional property of meaning. 

Marrafa (2004), and further work, shows that it is also a lexical feature 

that, as a consequence, has to be represented in the lexicon.   
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paraphrased by tornar rico (make rich). In order to incorporate this in-

formation in WN.PT, we introduce new semantic relations to encode 

telic verbs in the database (on this issue see also Marrafa 2005; Amaro 

et al. 2006).  

We capture the telicity of verbs like tornar (make) by including a 

new relation in the set of internal relations of wordnets: the telic 

subevent relation, as exemplified below. 
 

(8) {make} has_telic_subevent    {state} 

{state}   is_telic_subevent_of {make} 

                                                    (defeasible)
3
 

 

Relating make to state by means of this relation, we capture the 

telic properties of the verb and let the specific nature of the final state 

underspecified. This way, we also account for the weakness of the verb 

selection restrictions.  

We also use this relation to encode telicity in the case of the sub-

class that incorporates the telic state. In these cases, we use the telic 

subevent relation to relate the verb to the expression corresponding to 

the incorporated telic information. The global solution is schematically 

presented below: 

 
It should be noticed that there is a direct correspondence between 

enriquecer and enrich, in the examples presented above. However, this 

is not always the case. Portuguese verbs such as enlouquecer (make 

crazy) or emudecer (make dumb), cannot be directly translated by an 

English verb. Nonetheless, as stated above, these telic verbs can be 

paraphrased by an expression like 'to make X', where X is a state. 

Hence, lexical conceptual relations like has_telic_subevent allow us to 

encode the relation between telic verbs and their final state in the data-

base, thus making it possible to straightforwardly generate this infer-

ence: if enlouquecer is a troponym of tornar (make) and 

has_telic_subevent louco (crazy), then enlouquecer can be translated by 

an expression like make crazy. 

                                                 
3
 The relation is not obligatory in this direction.  

{make} 

 

 
{enrich} 

is hyperonym of is hyperonym of 

{state} 

 

 
{rich} 

has telic subevent 

is telic subevent of 

has telic subevent 

is telic subevent of 
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This way we cope with the absence of a direct correspondence be-

tween certain expressions in different languages 

Extending WN.PT to all the main POS, needed for translation, in-

volved a revision of certain commonly used relations and the specifica-

tion of new cross-POS relations, despite the fact that important struc-

tural information can be extracted from the hierarchical organization of 

lexical items. Marrafa and Mendes (2006) focus on adjectives to discuss 

the problem of appropriately capturing the semantics of all POS via the 

specification of the appropriate cross-POS relations.  

As pointed out by Fellbaum et al. (1993) and Miller (1998), the 

semantic organization of adjectives is unlike that of nouns and verbs. In 

fact, generally, this POS does not show a hierarchical organization. 

Thus, encoding adjectives in wordnets calls for the specification of new 

cross-POS semantic relations, in order to mirror definitional features of 

this POS in the network. 

Ideally, the distinctive syntactic and semantic properties of lexical 

items would be encoded in lexical models, for almost all their applica-

tions, translation included. Combining these new relations with other, 

previously existing in the WordNet model, allows us to encode the ba-

sic characteristics of major adjective classes in WN.PT. The main char-

acterizing relations are characterizes_with_regard_to/can_be charac-

terized_by and antonymy for descriptive adjectives and the is related to 

for relational adjectives.  We also use another cross-POS relation in-

volving adjectives: is_characteristic/has_as_a characteristic. This rela-

tion encodes salient characteristics of nouns expressed by adjectival 

expressions. Although we can discuss the status of this relation, namely 

whether it concerns lexical knowledge or not, it regards crucial infor-

mation for many wordnet based applications, particularly those using 

inference systems. Also, it allows for richer and clearer synsets. 

The linguistic accuracy of the information encoded in WN.PT 

should be noticed. Anyway, we focus our discussion here on the rele-

vance of these results in the context of machine translation.  

We have mentioned above we use the is_related_to relation to en-

code relational adjectives. Relational adjectives are property ascribing 

adjectives. However, they entail complex and diversified relations be-

tween the set of properties they introduce and the modified noun. Levi 

(1978) points out that the intrinsic meaning of these adjectives is some-

thing like 'of, relating/pertaining to, associated with' some noun. The 

way these adjectives are encoded both in WordNet and in WN.PT mir-

rors this observation, as it links relational adjectives to the nouns they 

relate to. 
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Expressing this relation can be particularly useful for translation 

systems when there is no direct correspondence between a relational 

adjective in the source and the target language. Let us look at (9) and 

(10): 
 

(9) o restaurante turístico 

(10)  the tourist restaurant 
 

In this kind of contexts, the expression corresponding to the Portu-

guese relational adjective (such as turístico) is usually an English noun 

(like tourist). It often happens that even when there is a corresponding 

relational adjective between Portuguese and English, marítimo and 

maritime, for instance, the standard lexicalization pattern in English for 

the kind of Portuguese syntactic structure presented in (9) does not en-

tail the occurrence of the relational adjective. In fact, the most common 

and unmarked translation of the Portuguese phrase o cais marítimo is 

the sea quay, and not the maritime quay. Thus, as the expression in the 

target language makes use of a nominal expression, and not of an adjec-

tive, WN.PT copes with this kind of differences by linking relational 

adjectives and the nouns that denote the set of properties they ascribe.  

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Despite the fact that WordNet is still one of the main lexical resources 

used in this domain, both as an auxiliary tool in human translation and 

as a lexical database for machine translation, it has some shortcomings 

in the context of translation, as referred in the literature. 

We have shown how WN.PT overcomes those shortcomings, mak-

ing apparent that this lexical conceptual database has enough language-

descriptive richness to allow for interesting results in the domain of 

translation. We focused on two major aspects: the strategies put at work 

in order to have an optimal degree of specification of meaning in the 

database; and the nature of conceptual relations expressed in WN.PT.  

With regard to meaning specification, it has been made apparent 

that the approach used in WN.PT, besides being linguistically moti-

vated, allows for avoiding over-differentiation and under-differentiation 

of senses. This aspect is crucial in terms of the balance between the 

precision and the efficiency of machine translation systems, as it im-

proves the performance of word-sense disambiguation modules.  

Concerning the conceptual relations expressed in WN.PT, some of 

which are inherited from the general EuroWordNet framework, and 

some other emerged from basic research on modeling all main POS in 
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computational relational lexica, it has been shown how the lack of in-

formation pointed out to WordNet, and balanced by several authors 

with parallel databases encoding non hierarchical information, is inter-

nally overcome in WN.PT. The richness of the information encoded in 

WN.PT (information concerning event participants and their role, telic-

ity, and distinctive syntactic and semantic properties of lexical items) 

make it a useful lexical resource for machine lexical knowledge repre-

sentation, crucial for any machine translation system. Also, the straight-

forward and clear representation of the semantic content of lexical items 

allow for a direct use of WN.PT as an auxiliary tool in computer aided 

translation. 
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